Leander ISD
Aspiring Leaders Program - Concordia University Texas
Why did we sign up?
What Can You Expect of the Classes?
Overview of the Commitment
Benchmarks and Certification

**Benchmark 1 -**
Interview & follow timed in-box writing

**Benchmark 2 -**
Formal writing assessment

**Benchmark 3 -**
Test prep (Practicum One)

**Benchmark 4 -**
TExES Principal (268) test & complete the Performance Assessment for School Leaders (PASL)

**Benchmark 5 -**
Internship Practicum (Practicum Two & Practicum Three)
The Perks of an LISD Cohort

Transfer of intradistrict ideas, beliefs, and knowledge

PASL Tasks, Campus Improvement Ideas, LISD win-wins

Life-long friendships, support system, and networking with hopeful future district administrators
Benefits of the Leander ISD - Concordia Partnership

- Curriculum, program and documents
- Professors and networking opportunities
The Leander Way: Connecting Aspiring Leaders

- LEADS connections
- Professors from LISD
- discussion directly related to LISD
- Tasks related to campuses
What is the homework like?

- Online Reflections
- APA Papers
- Group Projects/Presentations
- Individual Projects/Presentations
CTX Concerns and Religions

Addressing the religious questions in the room:

- Do you need to be religious to be in the program?
- What role has religion played in our classes and assignments?
Professor Perspective

- Class Expectations
- Classroom teaching style
- Classroom Assignments